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This is a annotated set of slides which has been slightly modified 
from the presentation to make it more understandable as a handout.



Some basic propositions

• LCA is a tool for decision support 

• LCA decisions help decide conflicts over 
resources

• LCA goods are not captured in market 
prices

• LCA is therefore a political activity



LCA claims are put forward by many parties, including parties which 
could be considered as less than neutral. This is promising for LCA - 
it means that it matters in policy decision-making - but means that 
LCA claims must be understandable and transparent.



A great example of open and transparent LCA is this study of 
electric vehicles (http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.
1530-9290.2012.00532.x/abstract).



It has an incredible amount of supporting information, allowing 
interested parties (e.g. electric car manufacturers) to examine the 
input data and suggest updates. Industry-provided data led to an 
update (http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jiec.12011/
abstract). However, printed tables still require significant work to 
reproduce manuscript results.



Of course, being open also allows those more interested in political 
points than scientific claims to selectively pull results. This is an 
inevitable part of democratic discussion.



Resource conflicts
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1. Plug some numbers 
into some software

5. ???

4. provide metadata

2. ... plus give SI tables

3. export LCI files

There are various ways of providing data to make reproducible or 
open LCA science. Is there a “batcat” option, which is more 
reproducible, or has higher trust, but requires less work?



Lab notebook

The classic way to record your work is a scientific lab notebook.



iLab notebook 2.0

• Combine notes and work
• Copy and paste links, pictures, video
• Copy and modify work, & redo calculations
• Access by teams (web)

An updated scientific lab notebook would include a record of work, 
but add significant value with additional features.



Brightway2

Brightway2 (http://brightwaylca.org/) is one possible LCA software 
which can be used interactively, and is therefore well suited for use 
in online scientific notebooks.



Demonstration

http://brightwaylca.org/examples/
demo-notebook-lca-orlando.html

The demo online notebook is static, not interactive, but can show 
the general idea of what an online lab notebook can look like.
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Conclusions

• Notebooks not specific to IPython

• e.g. Sage, Rstudio

• Notebooks are a journey, not a destination

• Still need to do & document your work

• Reproducibility and openness good for LCA 
used in democratic decision making


